**Western Michigan University**

**College of Aviation**

Course Pathway For Current Flight Students

Registering For: [ ] Fall  [ ] Spring  [ ] Summer I  [ ] Summer II  _______ Year

Return this Pathway: College of Aviation Coordinator of Student Flight Services

237 N. Helmer Rd.  Phone: 269-964-4078
Battle Creek, MI  49037

E-mail: erica.cole@wmich.edu  Fax: 269-964-4364

Full Name: ____________________________  WIN #: ____________________________

Primary Phone #: ____________________________  Alt Phone #: ____________________________

Location: [ ] Battle Creek Campus  [ ] Punta Gorda Campus

ENROLL me into flight course(s): (please check all that apply)

- [ ] Flight Labs - Please check my eligibility and register me for the following course:
  - [ ] AVS 1525=Lesson 27-49
  - [ ] AVS 2520=Lesson 51-86
  - [ ] AVS 3540=Lesson 151-174 (MEL)  ***OR***  AVS 3540=Lesson 101-126 (SEL)
  - [ ] AVS 3560=MEL thru SE add on  ***OR***  AVS 3560=SEL thru multi add on

- [ ] Theory Courses - Please check my eligibility and register me for the following course:
  - [ ] AVS 2510=Instrument  [ ] AVS 3530=Commercial 1  [ ] AVS 3550=Commercial 2
  - [ ] CFI Ground  [ ] CFI  [ ] CFII  [ ] MEI
  - [ ] Other:  [ ] Seaplane  [ ] Time Building

Do NOT ENROLL me in flight courses: (please check one if you do not want enrolled into a new course)

- [ ] I will be continuing with my current flight course only.
- [ ] I am dropping the program, transferring, or changing majors.
- [ ] I will be taking a break from flight this semester. This includes Summer.
  Attached is a course pathway for the semester I will resume flying.
- [ ] My flight courses will be completed; therefore, I request no new ground or flight courses. (also applies to graduating students)

Comments:

Signature ____________________________  Date ____________________________

By signing this form I consent to WMU's registration policy and certify that the information on this form is correct to the best of my knowledge.

Eligibility Requirements to be able to register for each course:

AVS 1525: Thru Lesson 22S
AVS 2510: Thru Lesson 36S and Private Pilot Knowledge Exam completed and reconciled in ETA
AVS 2520: Thru Lesson 42S
AVS 3530: Thru Lesson 68 and Instrument Knowledge Exam completed and reconciled in ETA
AVS 3540: Thru Lesson 78
AVS 3550: Thru Instrument Checkride
AVS 3560: 25 hours of Commercial Training in AVS 3540

***To maintain flight status see requirements pertaining to the catalog year below***

- (University Catalog 2018/2019 or beyond) Minimum 2.75 Cumulative WMU GPA and 3.0 College of Aviation GPA
- (University Catalog 2017/2018) Minimum 2.50 Cumulative WMU GPA
- (University Catalog 2016/2017 or prior) Minimum 2.00 Cumulative WMU GPA